
Vaccinations: Should they be Made Mandatory in the UK? 

There are two sides to vaccines: those who want them and those who don’t. Now this 

choice can be varied due to many things such as religion, opinions, previous experiences etc. 

However, even if some people view them negatively, vaccines are hat keep us safe and also 

protect those who cannot receive them due to medical reasons.  

Now I know that some people, despite the huge amount of evidence that proves vaccines 

are good, believe that they cause harm. Opinions are fine and everyone should be allowed 

to make their own choice. However, vaccines don’t just keep us safe; it also protects those 

unable to receive them safe. Therefore, parents should be held accountable if a vulnerable 

person becomes sick because of their choice, especially if they don’t have a very good 

reason why. In the UK we already inform our parents about the benefits and side effects 

(although usually very mild) of vaccines which is very important.  

Similarly, those who don’t want their children to get vaccines could be making that choice 

because of previous experiences. If they themselves have experienced side effects or seen 

someone get side effects, it would certainly deter them from allowing their children to 

receive them. Once again, some kind of law should be put in place to make sure that if 

something happens to another individual because of their choice, they have to compensate. 

Many countries have already gone ahead and made it mandatory to receive vaccines but 

the UK hasn’t. Despite this, we still have high uptake figures due to the amount of 

information we give to parents. This is good because it reduces the risk of deadly diseases - 

but not completely.    

In circumstances like these, many are praying for a vaccine. The UK has experienced too 

many deaths and a vaccine would be a huge breakthrough for the world. But what if some 

people rejected a possible vaccine? This could potentially allow the coronavirus to infect 

many again which leads to another wave of people dying. This is why I think it should be 

mandatory for deadly/highly contagious diseases that are highly necessary maybe even for 

religions that forbid the use of vaccines.  

Overall, vaccines are a highly debated topic, but before even thinking about not giving a 

young, vulnerable child a vaccine, parents should consult their doctors for proper advice and 

really think. If your religions doesn’t allow, then also consult your doctor on ways you can 

protect your child and others.  

 

 

 


